America Cut Funds to Syrian
Rebels
WASHINGTON – After the fall of Aleppo, I concluded that the
Syrian opposition to Assad had been essentially defeated.
Sure, some resistance still exists. But the chances of
overthrowing Assad via military actions is a dream. Americans
(half-hearted, in my view) efforts to force regime change in
Damascus by supporting the domestic Syrian opposition through
military assistance have failed.
No more US aid to the opposition

Now we learn that the Trump administration
about a month ago decided to stop helping
the Syrian rebels via a CIA operation codenamed “Timber Sycamore”. I call this cutting
one’s losses and moving on.
Of course, some analysts immediately argued that cutting off
the rebels is a big Trump favor to Russian President Putin. A
big favor without getting anything in return. They argue that
arming the Syrian rebels was smart policy, because it created
a pressure point against the Assad regime that could have been
used at a later date as a bargaining chip during negotiations
about a future settlement of the conflict in Syria.
It did not work
May be so. But, while the details about how much money was
spent and how cost-effective this operation has been are not
publicly available, the truth is that the Syrian opposition
aided by the US and several Arab countries was never very
effective; and now it has been essentially beaten. Not
completely destroyed. Still, after the fall of Aleppo, it lost
any chance of overthrowing the Damascus regime, or even
inflicting serious damages to it.

Accept defeat
The Trump administration seems to have accepted this; while it
is keen on focusing on the ongoing fight against the Islamic
State, or ISIL. Therefore: “Let’s cut or losses, concentrate
our efforts on beating ISIL, and stop throwing good money
after bad”.
New consensus
There seems to be a new consensus within the US Government
that removing Assad from power is no longer a priority. (Obama
instead repeatedly declared that Assad “had to go”, because of
his violations of human rights and other crimes against the
Syrian people). Secretary of State Rex Tilllerson and others
actually said publicly that the removal of President Assad is
no longer a precondition for any serious talks about the
future of Syria.
Waste of money
Given all this, continuing a CIA funded operation aimed at
arming a few Syrian rebels who do not have any realistic
chances to achieve much against regular pro-Assad forces
backed by Russia, Iran and Hezbollah, seems like a waste of
time and money.
Betrayed
Of course, if you were part of a Syrian rebels group that had
been included in this CIA funded program and you were counting
on continuing American military and financial support, you
have every right of feeling betrayed. But this would not be
the first time in which allies of America have been dropped by
Washington, on account of larger strategic considerations.

